Wordscapes level 4456 answers
Wordscapes level 4456 in the Galaxy Group and Depth Pack contains 10 words
and the letters BEGILO making it a relatively easy level.
This puzzle 41 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 52,077 words and 215,023 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
BLOG, BOIL, LOBE, GLOB, BILE, GLIB, OGLE, GLOBE, BILGE, OBLIGE.
The extra or bonus words are:
GOBI, LOG, BOLE, GOEL, LOBI, GIO, GLOBI, OLE, GOE, BOG, LEI, GIBEL, LIB, GOB,
GIB, LEG, BOI, LOGE, BOGIE, LOGIE, BOGLE, BEGO, GIBE, GIE, LIE, OIL, LIG,
EGO, GEL, LOB, BIOG, GLEI, BEG, OBE, BIO, OBI, OBELI, BIG, GEO, GOLE, BEL.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4456
BLOG - A website that allows users to reflect, share opinions, and discuss various to
pics in the form of an online journal while readers may comment on posts. Most blogs
are written in a slightly informal tone (personal journals, news, businesses, etc.) E
ntries typically appear in reverse chronological order.
BOIL - A localized accumulation of pus in the skin, resulting from infection.
LOBE - Any projection or division, especially one of a somewhat rounded form.
GLOB - A round, shapeless or amorphous lump, as of a semisolid substance.
BILE - A bitter brownish-yellow or greenish-yellow secretion produced by the liver, s
tored in the gall bladder, and discharged into the duodenum where it aids the process
of digestion.
GLIB - Having a ready flow of words but lacking thought or understanding; superficial
; shallow.
OGLE - , (intransitive) To stare at (someone or something), especially impertinently,
amorously, or covetously.
GLOBE - Any spherical object.
BILGE - The rounded portion of a ship's hull, forming a transition between the bottom
and the sides.
OBLIGE - To constrain someone by force or by social, moral or legal means.

